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A family photo of Kitty

Pauline (Kate) Johnson
Newcastle’s Forgotten

Silent Movie Star
of the 1920’s

By David Wardell ©
Discovering Heritage Version

The story of Pauline Johnson (neé Kate - Kitty) a Newcastle
Girl who rose to fame in the 1920’s in Silent movies.
Kitty was the great aunt of David Wardell’s wife, Catherine,
and the daughter of a local Newcastle gunsmith.

This work may not be published in part or in whole without permission of the
author. Pictures and photos may be copyright and when publishing with the
author’s permission licence details and rights may need to be obtained as well.
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Pauline (Kate ) Johnson
Newcastle’s Forgotten Silent Movie Star

Kate Johnson a little known Newcastle born movie actress
starred in numerous silent movies between 1920 and 1929.
Born on 3rd November 1899, the third youngest of nine
children of Richard Johnson a Newcastle gunmaker and
Catherine his wife living at 11, Haymarket in Newcastle.
Known as Kitty to her friends and family she later adopted
the stage name of Pauline Johnson .
Very many of her family worked later at Hardy’s of
Alnwick, the top Fishing Tackle Manufacturer, working as
gun makers, reel or rod makers and fishing fly tiers.
By 1901 the family have moved next door to 9, Haymarket,
part of a large property occupied by multiple families, the
Johnsons having just three rooms for a family of nine. .

Kate Johnson  Family owned picture

Hardy’s of Alnwick Advertisement

Hardy Fishing rod Hardy Gun
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By 1911 the census shows they have moved yet again to 74, Sandyford Road, now with two
further children, and still with only three rooms between them all.. Two of Kate’s older
sisters, Lilian & Isobel, are listed as professional dancers and were known to have been part
of a dance troupe, which was later very occasionally to include Kate. They were known to
have danced together in France after WW1 and in the early 1920’s as well as in England.
Whilst living in Newcastle Kate started her career as a typist for a short while and then during
WW1 she joined the WAAC which soon after became the WRAF at St. Leonards, Hastings.
In an article from The Bioscope below she says she joined up at age 15 but in fact her WRAF
record shows that this actually took place in December 1917 when she had just turned 18.
Kate claimed to have achieved the rank of Sergeant serving on the staff of the Cadet Brigade
in Hastings. The record however only shows a promotion to ‘forewoman’ which may have
given rise to her claim., ‘forewoman’ being the WAAC equivalent of an NCO. She was later
moved to the London Recruiting Office for the WRAF and was discharged on compassionate
grounds in August 1919.

Bioscope July 1st 1920

Sunday Mirror 20 January 1929
a mention here of Kate’s start in movies

The above article from the Sunday Mirror in 1929 would suggest that Kate had started her
career at the age of twenty by just turning up one day at Gainsborough Studios looking for
work as a film extra and got lucky being chosen for a role in the Adrien Brunel’s Silent
Movie “Bookworms” (1920) playing opposite Leslie Howard. Howard was just starting out
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in his illustrious film career and later became a renowned actor, best remembered for his role
as Ashley Wilkes in Gone With The Wind.
Howard and Brunel had just set up their own film company, Minerva Films, which ultimately
failed as production costs outstripped the income from their films. Many of their scripts were
written by A.A.Milne of Winnie the Pooh fame.

Kate, now having adopted the stage name of Pauline Johnson, was managed by Bramlin’s
Agency which had been set up by John (Jack) Meredith Payne, Adrian Brunel and Bertram
Jacobs and had a reputation as an agency run  'by film-men for film-men”.

Bioscope Sept 16th 1920
See final paragraph

Pauline then took part in another movie ‘The Great Gay Road ‘ (1920) and was subsequently
selected to appear as the heroine ‘Blanchette’ in the French movie of that same name (1921),
made in France, by René Hervil , although she barely spoke a word of French. Luckily this
mattered little in the Silent Movie Era. She later appeared in lead roles in several Walter
Forde silent movie comedies and other silent movies.
Overall she made more than 20 films, all silent and all produced during the 1920’s , often of a
comic genre . She was very well known , often playing the lead in her movies and frequently
appeared in the press here and in Australia. “The Flying Scotsman” in 1929, one of her last
movies pioneered a move in to the talkie era having sound added in the latter half of the film.
It was one of the first British ‘talkies’ .
It had been rumoured that she had a brief affair with Walter Forde, the actor and director aka
Thomas Seymour Woolford, and this was purported to have been quite early on as he later
became very close to,  and very controlled by his wife, Adeline Culley.
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PAULINE JOHNSON   Boat Incident  Evening Telegraph Tuesday 8 Aug 1922

An article appeared in the Evening Telegraph in August 1922. Pauline had taken a small
dinghy some distance out to sea at Hastings . On turning the boat round to return to shore she
found that whilst rowing ‘with all her might’ the little dinghy did not make any progress
towards the shore. Since there were no other boats around she decided that the best plan was
to go with the current and head for the shore, where she ended up some miles further down
the coast, arriving somewhat exhausted.
It looks a little like a press stunt to gain some attention. Perhaps it was a case of ‘anything
that would get her name in the news  !! ‘

Pauline was very keen on motor racing and in particular motor cycle Speedway that had risen
up in popularity the 20’s . She obviously hung around with some of the stars of Speedway
and perhaps had affairs with a few of them, in particular with Billy Lamont, a well known
speedway star. She is seen below with Capt. Malcolm Campbell at Lea Bridge speedway
track in 1929 , an event in aid of the Metropolitan Hospital. Campbell was a British racing
motorist and motoring journalist. Later Sir Malcolm Campbell, he was to gain the world
speed record and was the father of Donald Campbell.

Sir Malcolm Campbell’s car
Campbell-Napier-Railton Blue Bird 1929
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Pauline & Captain Malcolm Campbell at Lea Bridge Speedway
Illustrated Sporting & Dramatic News 22 June 1929

Major, Sir Malcolm Campbell MBE was a British racing motorist and motoring
journalist. He gained the world speed record on land and on water at various times, using
vehicles called Blue Bird, including a 1921 Grand Prix Sunbeam. His son, Donald
Campbell, carried on the family tradition by holding both land speed and water speed
records.

in ‘Love At The Wheel’ 1921 - a still shot from the movie
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Pauline Johnson frequently tries her hand as a Racing Driver
At Brooklands race track.    Coventry Herald 30 Jun1922

Pauline on her motor cycle

Sunderland Daily Echo and Shipping Gazette 13 September 1929
at Gosforth Speedway - Pauline and another actress are to present the prizes

see below - Gosforth Champions
Pauline was possibly up North to collect her mother for their trip to Australia in November
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Pauline                                       with Billy Lamont                       Billy Lamont
well known speedway rider

Walter Forde                              Leslie Howard – Actor                        Leslie Howard
Actor, Director, Producer

BOOKWORMS 1920
Pauline Johnson played opposite  Lesley Howard in this film which was one of the earliest
movies for both actors.
Director: Adrian Brunel
Writer: A.A. Milne  (of Winnie the Pooh Fame)
Starring: Leslie Howard, Pauline Johnson

and Henrietta Watson
Production: Minerva Films     October 1920

In ‘Bookworms’ with Leslie Howard
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Blanchette  1921

Directed by René Hervil Writing credits Eugène Brieux   (play)
Pauline took the role of Blanchette, a famers daughter.

Two original French posters for ‘Blanchette’

One of The Best 1927

Family owned News cutting c. 1928  showing Pauline in “One of The Best”
depicting sweet English girlhood   (publication unknown)

The Prince of Wales,  (see cutting above) on being asked to give his blessing to  British Films ,
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chose Pauline’s film,  “One of The Best”  as the picture he most wished to see.   He subsequently
went on to view it at The Marble Arch Pavilion Cinema.

“What Next”   1928
director Walter Forde for  Nettlefold Films ,  B+W silent
Pauline played 2nd lead as ‘Violet Chippendale’ opposite Walter Forde, with Frank
Stanmore, Douglas Payne, Charles Dormer, Frank Perfitt,Ian Wilson and Tom Seymour

Storyline A salesman buys the old candlestick sought by a mad collector.

German Movie Poster For “What Next”
German title    “The Hunt For Pharaoh's Candlesticks”

Copyright  Fair use,     attribution  - By Unknown -
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0019566/mediaviewer/rm3890780417

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?curid=61233552
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1929
“The Flying Scotsman” (now available on DVD)

Pauline played a leading role in the 1929 film "The Flying Scotsman", with Moore Marriott ,
Alec Hurley and the young and then very much unknown, Welsh actor, Ray Milland
appearing in his second film . Ray Milland later went on to achieve considerable international
fame.
“The Flying Scotsman” was claimed by some to be possibly the first talking picture , The
Americans making a different claim – it was more probably ONE of the first BRITISH
talking pictures. This film is still available on VHS tape and DVD.
The steam engine used was loaned to the film company by LNER who also provided them
with the use of a loop of rural Hertfordshire railway line for four consecutive weekends. One
stunt would have seen Ray Milland decapitated had he not acted very speedily, after which he
refused to do any further scenes dangling from the side of the engine.

Quoted from an interviewer

"Miss Johnson will open this door.." said the director of the film, lighting a
cigarette, "and will clamber along while we shoot her" I meant
photographically— " from that specially built stage..". . "How fast will the train
go ? " , I said. "Seventy or eighty miles an hour, I shouldn't wonder," replied
the director ,  Miss Johnson powdered her nose.
" Er— are you insured ? " , I asked her. "Me insured ? " said Miss Johnson. "No
I'm not insured. What good would that do me if the worst, happened ? " and
she laughed merrily.
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Pauline clambering along the side of the Flying Scotsman

The film remains somewhat revolutionary because of the cast’s real, and very dangerous
stunts, which included climbing along the side of a train moving at high speed, a feat that
Pauline Johnson achieved whilst wearing high heels. The cast all did their own stunts in this
movie. No stuntmen around at that time !

Pauline also managed to appear in advertisements and below is one with her advertising Luxe
Toilet Soap from the Yorkshire Evening Post in 1929.
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.
Pauline (bottom  left)  in an advertisement for Lux Toilet Soap

Yorkshire Evening Post 13 February 1929

On 30th October 1929 Pauline , having completed all her filming commitments, travelled out
to Australia to visit her older sister, Lily, and her husband Charles OLLIVER, accompanied
by her mother Catherine (Kate) JOHNSON.
They sailed on the Aberdeen and Commonwealth Steamship Line vessel ‘Jervis Bay’ and
several well-known speedway riders were on board the ship including Billy Lamont and
several others returning home to Australia .

Pauline Johnson arriving in Australia
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4 Dec 1929 Adelaide Register-News Pictorial

Motor Cycle Nov 7th 1929
Pauline and her Mother, Kate (together in centre right)  on the Jervis Bay 1929

Billy Lamont 2nd Left – at rear -flat cap

Table Talk (Melbourne, Vic. : 1885 - 1939)  Thu 7 Nov 1929

Rumours abounded in the press that Pauline had travelled out on behalf  of the Fox Film Co.
who were said to be considering setting up a studio in Australia which would be greatly
beneficial to Australia providing large numbers of jobs. This was later refuted.
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from The Bioscope 18 June 1925 – in a Group photo at Fox Studios

Adelaide Advertiser 28 Oct 1929

N.B. Fox was later to become the well-known 20th Century Fox Organisation.

Pauline’s Denial
‘Everyones’ , .Vol.10 No.511 (4 December 1929) Australia
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In Australia  -  photo from Catherine Wardell & Family
Kitty (standing) with from left  to right,  her sister Lily,  baby Charles (Carl),

Sister Isobel, and Kitty’s mother Catherine(also Kate) Johnson

1930
Pauline married for the first time on 16th October 1930 to John(Jack) Wardley HARRIS, who
had been a speedway ace in Australia and was now an Australian speedway team manager.
The marriage was conducted at Paddington Register Office, London and although not her
registered birth name Kate married in the name of  Pauline Kate Johnson.
She also knocked a couple of years off her age to make her the same age as Jack Harris.

The strange thing about this wedding is that Jack HARRIS sailed
for Australia on 10th October, 6 days prior to the wedding, on
board the P&O Ship  ‘s.s. Balranald’ with Frank Arthur & his
wife,  and Jack is clearly shown in the passenger list.   Jack had
been staying at the Bedford Head Hotel on Tottenham Court Road
in London,  and this address features in the Passenger List and on
the Wedding Certificate.
One has to wonder if he had perhaps ‘jumped ship’ at the last
minute to be married or is it possible that he used someone as
a proxy  ?

Jack Wardley Harris

There is a record of his arrival in mid-November 1930 from the departure on October 10th .
He travelled with Frank Arthur and his wife. Arthur was a popular Speedway rider.
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Kate travelled out to Australia after the marriage on her own and there is no trace of Jack
travelling there around that time other than the apparent trip days before the wedding.
On board ship this time Pauline  has knocked some 8 years off her age  !   After they were
married they lived in Melbourne for a time .

Pauline did not make any further movies after she was married in 1930 but her niece, Joyce
ANGUS (neé CURRY) stated that she was too unwell, with severe asthma after her return
from Australia and never took to the stage or film again. There is no  trace of her in any
acting roles in the Australian press for the time she spent in Australia..

Jack and Kitty may have returned to England in early 1930’s and an entry has been found for
Kitty returning to Australia in August 1932, and for Jack in November 1932, accompanied
by John Hastings , a rider. Their departure address in England is given as Belle Vue ,
Manchester , a well-known speedway track with which Jack was associated, and Pauline
showed her address as 7,Wilmslow Road, Manchester. They would probably have been over
in England for the Speedway at Manchester Belle Vue.
Pauline suffered from asthma, and found that the Australian climate was very bad for her
condition. Her Mother (also called Kate), already in Australia and initially staying with
Pauline’s sister Lillian Olliver, also lived with Pauline and Jack in Australia for part of the
time.
Eventually Pauline had to return home to England as the climate affected her health so badly.
Jack was unable to return with her (other commitments in USA) and he later remained in
Australia with his speedway team..
Pauline returned to England in company with the Ollivers and their 2 year old son, Charles.B.
Olliver, in  January 1934.

1938
In 1938 Pauline married for a second time , to Harold (Hal) Edward SEAMAN , age 43, (
born c.1894/5) , the son of Charles Edward SEAMAN, a clerk in holy orders, who was then
deceased. Hal was a Royal Naval Lieutenant Commander on HMS Pegasus berthed at
Chatham. This was an aircraft carrier which had originally been named Ark Royal.
It was said that “ Hal Seaman was a very charming man , elegant, with a slight stutter “.

This time Pauline married under the name of Kitty Johnson. She was stated in the register to
be a spinster but as she was not then divorced from Jack Harris the marriage was bigamous.
She may have relied on the rule at that time that if a spouse was not seen for a period of seven
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years then it was possible to re-marry. However the timing was a bit close. Her father
Richard was also noted as deceased and stated to have been ‘of independent means’ and not
shown as a gunmaker.

1939 The Divorce
An article appeared in The Brisbane Telegraph on Mon 13th March 1939 reporting on a

divorce hearing brought about by Jack Harris.

It was declared by Harris that Pauline had left home saying that she was going to
Melbourne, to her sister's home. Harris had later gone down to Melbourne, but found that
Pauline was not there, but was then in Sydney. He sent her a telegram and received a reply
that she was not returning to him. Although she had subsequently said that she was coming
back to him, she had not done so. He later sent a wire to her Melbourne address, but it was
returned to him, and the next he heard of her was when he received a letter from her,
written at Newcastle-on-Tyne, England.

Article in The Brisbane Telegraph  on Mon 13th March 1939

The Divorce a Judgement Nisi was given Mon 13th March 1939 at Brisbane
and decreed Absolute 13th June 1939
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Transcript of Press report on hearing

1947
Pauline and Hal retired to Chesham Bois in Buckinghamshire and later moved to Sturminster,
near Sherborne. Pauline became ill with ‘flu in early 1947 and was taken in to hospital in
Stalbridge in Dorset It was here that she was given a drug which she had often had previously
to treat her asthma, but from the effects of which she died .
(This drug was morphine which was commonly used for asthma at that time).
The death certificate stated that the cause of death was:

‘morphine poisoning due to idiosyncrasy to morphine, probably due to disease of
liver,  a small dose having been given to her for investigation and treatment’.

After her funeral and cremation Hal took the casket containing her ashes North to Alnwick
where they were buried in Alnwick Cemetery.
Hal struggled for a long time after Kate died.  He came from a very religious family and he
did a lot of work around Stalbridge for St Mary’s church.

Probate summary of Pauline (Kate)’s  Will

‘Downend’ ,  9 Thornhill Rd Stalbridge
Kitty and Hal’s Home
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1974
The family lost touch with Hal soon after this time but he died on 10th April 1974 in
Stalbridge , Dorset.  He was still living at Downend.
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Filmography of Pauline Johnson (All Silent)

1. “The Great Gay Road” 1920  - lead part of ‘Nancy’ opposite Stewart Rome
2. “Bookworms” -1920 dir.Adrian Brunel . took lead opposite Leslie Howard
3. “The Imperfect Lover” -1921 Dir.Walter West - lesser role of ‘Barbara Grene’ (sic)
4. “Blanchette” - 1921 Dir. Rene Hervil for Films A.Legrand , France
5. “Love at The Wheel” -  1921 Dir. Bannister Merwin for Master Films

Leading role played ‘Ruth Emmerson’ opposite Victor Humfries
6. “Class and No Class” 1921 –dir. Will P.Kellino lead role opposite Judd Green
7. “A Sailor Tramp” – 1922  Dir. F.Martin Thornton - lead opposite Kate Gurney
8. “Wanted , A Boy” -   1924 Dir. Thomas Bentley Played ‘the niece’

with Sydney   Fairbrother
9. “An Inconvenient Infant” 1925 Dir. Harcourt Templeman - A cast of just 4
10. “A Medical Mystery”    1925 Dir. Harcourt Templeman
11. “Mr.Nobody” -  1927  Dir.Frank Miller -took a lead as Alice Meadows

opp.Frank Stanmore
12. “The Bohemian Girl” –1927 Dir. H B Parkinson took lead as  Arline opposite

Herbert Langley as Thaddeus
13. “My Lord The Chauffeur” -1927  Dir.  B.E. Doxat-Pratt

played ‘Margaret’ opposite Kim Peacock, with Sydney Fairbrother
14. “One of The Best” 1927 Dir.T.Hayes Hunter played part of Esther with

Carlyle Blackwell
15. “What Next” 1928  dir. Walter Forde took 2nd lead as ‘Violet Chippendale’

opposite Walter Forde, with Frank Stanmore,
16. “Wait and See” -   1928  IMDB Dir. Walter Forde , played ‘Jocelyn Winton’ with

Walter Forde & Frank Stanmore
17. “The Hellcat” - Dir. Harry Hughes -Played ‘Nancy Price’
18. “Little Miss.London” -1929 dir. Harry Hughes with Pamela Parr,

Eric Bransby William and Frank Stanmore
19. “The Flying Scotsman”-1929 Dir.Castleton Knight

Played a leading role as ‘Joan White’ with Alec Hurley, Dino Galvani,
Gordon Harker, Bill Shine, Moore Marriott ,
and Ray Milland in an early minor role (later a well known movie star)
SOUND LATER ADDED to second half

20. “Would You Believe It” -  1929 Dir. Walter Forde
Played ‘Pauline’ , with Walter Forde. ………Forde’s last movie

21. “ The Wrecker” 1928/1929 Dir. Geza von Bolvary Played ‘Beryl Matchley’
with Carlyle Blackwell, Benita Hume

FOOTNOTE Kate (Pauline) Johnson is the Great Aunt of Catherine Wardell ,
wife of David Wardell.
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Some Other Photographs of Kate (Kitty)

On the back of this photo it says,
“ Jimmy took this from the doorway across the front garden,

– it is a lovely place “.
A Family owned photo

A Young Kitty
A Family photo
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Pauline Johnson in Portuguese Magazine               In Australia with family in the car
“Ilustração”, No. 111, August 1 1930.                                   Family photo

This image has been altered slightly. It is available at various sites e.g.

The Flapper Girl: Pauline Johnson, Fay Webb, Conchita Granero, and Dorothy Sebastian, 1930
(girlflapper.blogspot.com)

Pauline Johnson in Australia 1930  Presenting the Fay Taylor Tankard  to Reg West
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For the fastest time to date - at Melbourne Exhibition Speedway May 1930

Pauline (R) & Her Mother 1929
on the “Jervis Bay”  arriving in  Australia

Australian press photo

Some further photos with added colourisation

Kitty with her Mother                                              Kitty clad in Jodhpers
Family photo                                                        Family photo
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Professional media photo                                              Family photo

Kitty in Bioscope Magazine                                               Professional media photo
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